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We investigate the possibility of extending classical integralgeometric results,
involving lower-dimensional areas, from Euclidean space to Minkowski spaces
(finite-dimensional Banach spaces). Of the two natural notions of area in a
Minkowski space, due respectively to Busemann and to Holmes and Thompson,
the latter turns out to be the more tractable one. For the HolmesThompson area,
we derive a translative intersection formula and, in the class of hypermetric
Minkowski spaces, full analogues of the Crofton formulae for rectifiable sets and for
convex bodies. For the Busemann k-area, we give a short proof of the fact that it
coincides, for k-rectifiable sets, with the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure induced
by the Minkowski metric.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In classical integral geometry in Euclidean space one introduces densities
or measures on sets of geometric objects in such a way that they are
invariant under the isometry group of the space. With respect to these
measures, one then computes mean values of functions defined geometri-
cally. The following are typical examples. On the space Enj of j-dimensional
affine subspaces in n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn there exists a rigid
motion invariant Borel measure +j , which is finite on compact sets; it is
uniquely determined up to a constant factor. Let A be a k-dimensional
compact submanifold of class C1 in Rn. If *k denotes the k-dimensional dif-
ferential-geometric surface area and if k, j # [1, ..., n&1], k+ jn, then a
formula of Crofton type says that
|
E j
n
*k+ j&n(A & E) d+j (E)=ankj*k(A) (1)
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with a constant ankj depending on the normalization of +j (see, e.g., Santalo
[24, p. 245, (14.69)] or Sulanke and Wintgen [31, p. 252, (5)]). Similarly,
if A and B are compact C 1 submanifolds of dimensions k and j, respec-
tively, where k+ jn, then
|
Gn
*k+ j&n(A & gB) d+(g)=bnkj*k(A) *j (B) (2)
([24, p. 258, (15.16); 31, p. 260, (23) with k=0]). In this kinematic for-
mula, Gn is the group of rigid motions of Rn and + is the Haar measure on
Gn ; the constant bnkj depends on the normalization of +. An extension of
(2), for rectifiable and more general sets and involving Hausdorff measures,
has been proved by Federer [14]. Formula (2) can be iterated. To give a
special example (a more general one is in [24, p. 259, (15.22)]), let
A0 , ..., Ar be (n&1)-dimensional compact C1 submanifolds with rn&1,
then
|
Gn
} } } |
Gn
*n&r&1(A0 & g1A1 & } } } & grAr) d+(g1) } } } d+(gr)
=cnr ‘
r
i=0
*n&1(Ai). (3)
In the present investigation, we study to what extent integral-geometric
results of the foregoing types carry over to Minkowski spaces. A
Minkowski space is a finite-dimensional real Banach space. Thus, such a
space can be considered as Rn equipped with a norm & }&B , which is defined
by a convex body B with the origin as interior point and centre of sym-
metry. A very readable account of the geometry in Minkowski spaces is
presented in the book by Thompson [33]. In Minkowski planes, striking
analogues of Euclidean integralgeometric results have been obtained by
Chakerian [11] and Peri [23]. It appears, however, that most of the
notions and methods used in these papers are typical for the two-dimen-
sional case, and that integral geometry in higher dimensional Minkowski
spaces must be seen from a different point of view.
Looking at formulae (1) and (2), we see that the Euclidean structure
enters in two essential ways: the measures +j and + are invariant under
Euclidean isometries, and the areas *k depend on the Euclidean metric. In
a Minkowski space, the only isometries in general are translations, hence
+j and + should be replaced by translation invariant measures. This entails,
in particular, that a Minkowskian analogue of formula (2) should involve
an integration over the translation group, with respect to the Haar measure
on that group. Translative integral geometry has found increasing interest
also in Euclidean spaces, partly because of its applications to stochastic
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geometry. We refer the reader to the survey articles of Schneider and
Wieacker [30] (Sections 2 and 6) and Weil and Wieacker [36] (Section 6)
and to the references given there.
Further, in a Minkowski space the Euclidean k-area *k has to be replaced
by an intrinsic Minkowskian notion of k-area, which is determined only by
the norm & }&B . Two such notions of Minkowskian area proposed in the
literature are particularly natural, one due to Busemann and the other to
Holmes and Thompson (see Section 4 below for references). The Busemann
k-area coincides (on k-rectifiable sets) with the k-dimensional Hausdorff
measure derived from the metric induced by the norm & }&B . For this
known fact we give a new proof in Section 5, deriving it from a Minkowski
space version of Federer’s area formula. The rest of the paper provides
evidence for the fact that the HolmesThompson notion of area is much
better suited for the needs of integral geometry than the Busemann area. As
a first example, we prove in Section 6 a Minkowskian extension of the
translative Euclidean counterpart to (3) given in Wieacker [37].
Regarding formula (1), we first note that there are many essentially dif-
ferent translation invariant measures on Enj . Nevertheless, it will in general
not be possible to satisfy (1) in a Minkowski space, even in the case k=1,
j=n&1, where there can be no doubt about the interpretation of the
involved areas, since *0 is the cardinality and *1 can reasonably be replaced
only by the Minkowskian length. In fact, if there exists a translation
invariant measure . on Enn&1 such that
|
E
n
n&1
card(conv[0, x] & E) d.(E)=&x&B for x # Rn, (4)
then it is well known that the norm & }&B is of a special type, which can be
expressed in different equivalent ways: The metric space induced by & }&B is
hypermetric, the normed space (Rn, & }&B) is isometric to a subspace of L1 ,
and the polar body of B is a zonoid (see Section 4 for references). Thus,
already to satisfy (4) with a suitable measure . we have to assume that the
norm & }&B defines a hypermetric space. On the other hand, if this assump-
tion is made, the way is open to further integralgeometric investigations.
It is a principal result of the present paper that in a hypermetric
Minkowski space and with the HolmesThompson definition of k-area, the
Crofton formula (1) extends in full generality. This will be proved in
Section 7.
Sections 24 contain preparatory material. In Section 3 we extend a
fundamental observation of Busemann on the existence of Crofton for-
mulae for affine areas. Section 4 surveys first consequences of this for
Minkowskian areas. Section 8 contains a brief study of quermassintegrals
of convex bodies, extended to hypermetric Minkowski spaces.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we collect the basic notations used in the following. By
Rn we denote the n-dimensional real Euclidean vector space (n2), with
scalar product ( } , } ) and induced norm & }&E . Although we will be con-
cerned with affine and Minkowski spaces, it is very convenient to have an
auxiliary Euclidean structure, since this simplifies many of the subsequent
calculations. The results on Minkowski spaces will, of course, be inde-
pendent of the choice of this Euclidean metric. In Section 9, we shall add
some comments on invariant formulations.
For a topological space X, we denote by B(X ) the _-algebra of Borel
sets in X. The measures occurring in the following are defined on Borel sets
and are positive, unless stated otherwise. A measure on B(X) is locally
finite if it is finite on compact sets.
Let k # [0, ..., n]. By *k we denote the k-dimensional Lebesgue measure,
defined on Borel sets lying in k-dimensional flats of Rn, and by Hk the
k-dimensional Hausdorff (outer) measure. The latter coincides with *k on
Borel sets in k-flats. The constant
}k=
?k2
1(k2+1)
is the k-dimensional volume of the k-dimensional unit ball. The unit ball of
Rn is En :=[x # Rn : &x&E1].
A subset M/Rn is called k-rectifiable if either k=0 and M is finite or
k # [1, ..., n] and M is the image of some bounded subset of Rk under a
Lipschitz map. The subset M is called (Hk, k)-rectifiable if Hk(M)<
and Hk-almost all of M can be covered by some countable family of
k-rectifiable sets. For a (Hk, k)-rectifiable set M, the approximate tangent
space Tank(Hk w M, x) at x is for Hk-almost all x # M a k-dimensional
vector space, which we then denote by TxM. We refer to Federer [15] for
notions and results from geometric measure theory.
By Lnk we denote the Grassmannian of k-dimensional linear subspaces of
Rn and by Enk the space of k-dimensional affine subspaces (k-flats, for
short) of Rn. Both Lnk and E
n
k are equipped with their usual topology. For
E # Enk , we sometimes denote by E$ the linear subspace that is a translate
of E. Hyperplanes (i.e., (n&1)-flats) are conveniently parametrized in the
form
Hu, t :=[x # Rn : (x, u)=t]
with u # S n&1, where
Sn&1 :=[x # Rn : &x&E=1]
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is the unit sphere, and t # R. For L # Lnk , the set
L= :=[x # Rn : (x, y)=0 for all y # L] # Lnn&k
is the orthogonal complement of L. For a measure . on Lnk , the measure
.= on Lnn&k is defined by
.=(A) :=.([L # Lnk : L
= # A]), A # B(Lnn&k).
For a set M/Rn and a k-flat Enk , the image of M under orthogonal pro-
jection onto E is denoted by M | E. For k-flats E, F # Enk , the number
|(E, F) |=|(F, E) | is defined as the absolute value of the determinant of
the orthogonal projection from E onto F.
Let x1 , ..., xk # Rn. By L(x1 , ..., xk) we denote the linear hull of these
vectors, and by
P(x1 , ..., xk) :=[&1x1+ } } } +&kxk : 0&i1, i=1, ..., k]
the parallelotope spanned by them. In particular, P(x)=conv[0, x] is the
closed segment with endpoints 0 and x. We put
[x1 , ..., xk] :=*k(P(x1 , ..., xk)).
Let E # Enj and F # E
n
k be two flats with corresponding linear subspaces
E$ and F $ in general position, that is, satisfying
d :=dim(E$ & F $)=max[ j+k&n, 0].
We choose vectors x1 , ..., xd (if d>0), yd+1 , ..., yj , zd+1 , ..., zk so that
(x1 , ..., xd) is a basis of E$ & F $, (x1 , ..., xd , yd+1 , ..., yj) is a basis of E$, and
(x1 , ..., xd , zd+1 , ..., zk) is a basis of F $. Then the number
[E, F] :=
[x1 , ..., xd][x1 , ..., xd , yd+1 , ..., yj , zd+1, ..., zk]
[x1 , ..., xd , yd+1, ..., yj][x1 , ..., xd , zd+1 , ..., zk]
(5)
does not depend on the choice of the bases. (Thus [E, F]=se(E, F ) in
the terminology of [10], p. 63, where sm(E, F ), the Minkowskian sine of
the flats E, F, is defined and se is the special case of this function for the
Euclidean metric.) If E$, F $ are not in general position, one defines
[E, F]=0. For linear subspaces E, F we have [E, F]=[E=, F=], and if
they are of the same dimension, then
|(E, F) |=[E, F=]. (6)
The following formula (7) will be needed in Section 7. A less direct proof
was given by Weil [35].
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Lemma 2.1. Let j, k # [1, ..., n&1], q :=j+k&n0, L # Lnj , E # L
n
k ,
F # Lnn&q . Then
[L, E][L & E, F]=[L, F][L & F, E]. (7)
Proof. We consider several cases.
Case 1: L, E, F are pairwise in general position and dim(L & E & F )
=0. Then dim L & E=q, dim L & F=n&k and dim E & F=n& j. Let
U, V, W be bases of L & E, L & F, E & F, respectively. Then it is easy to
check that U _ V _ W is a basis of
Rn=L+E=(L & E)+F
=L+F=(L & F )+E,
further that U _ V is a basis of L, U _ W is a basis of E, and V _ W is a
basis of F. If we use these bases in computing [L, E], [L & E, F] etc.
according to definition (5), equality (7) is obtained.
Case 2: L, E, F are pairwise in general position, but dim(L & E &
F)>0. Then L & E and F are not in general position, hence [L & E, F]=0.
Similarly [L & F, E]=0, thus (7) holds.
Case 3: L and E are not in general position. Then [L, E]=0, further
dim L & E>q and hence dim(L & E) & F>0. If also L and F are not in
general position, then (7) holds. Otherwise, dim L & F=n&k, and since
dim(L & F ) & E>0, the spaces L & F and E are not in general position,
hence [L & F, E]=0. Thus (7) holds.
Case 4: L and F are not in general position. Then (7) is obtained as in
Case 3.
Case 5: L and E as well as L and F are in general position, but E and
F are not. Then dim(E & F )>n& j. Since dim L & E=q and dim F=n&q,
but dim L & (E & F )>0, the spaces L & E and F are not in general posi-
tion. Hence [L & E, F]=0, and similarly [L & F, E]=0. Thus (7) is
proved. K
We extend the definition of [ } , } ] to more than two linear subspaces,
but only under a special assumption. If L1 , ..., Lm /Rn are linear subspaces
with dim Li=ni and n1+ } } } +nmn, we define
[L1 , ..., Lm] :=[x (1)1 , ..., x
(1)
n1 , ..., x
(m)
1 , ..., x
(m)
nm ],
where (x (i)1 , ..., x
(i)
ni ) is an orthonormal basis of Li , i=1, ..., m. Clearly
[L1 , ..., Lm] does not depend on the choice of these bases.
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Occasionally, we have to use notions and results from the theory of
convex bodies; for these we refer to [26]. In particular, by
h(K, x)=max[( y, x) : y # K], x # Rn,
we denote the support function of a convex body K/Rn.
3. AFFINE AREAS
Following Busemann and Straus [10] and Busemann [9], we define an
affine k-area on Rn, for k # [1, ..., n&1], as a translation invariant map
:k : .
E # Enk
B(E)  R _ []
satisfying the following assumptions:
(a) For each E # Enk , the restriction of :k to B(E) is a non-zero,
locally finite measure.
(b) :k(P(x1 , ..., xk)) depends continuously on the vectors x1 , ..., xk # Rn.
Let :k be an affine k-area. By (a) and the translation invariance, on each
E # Enk the measure :k must be a constant multiple of k-dimensional
Lebesgue measure, and the constant factor depends only on E$, the linear
subspace parallel to E. Hence, to :k there corresponds a positive function
_k : Lnk  R (8)
such that
:k(M)=_k(E$) *k(M) for M # B(E), E # Enk . (9)
By (b), the function _k is continuous. We shall call _k the scaling function
of the affine k-area :k (with respect to the auxiliary Euclidean metric).
Clearly every positive continuous function (8) defines via (9) an affine
k-area :k .
Let :k be a given k-area, k # [1, ..., n&1]. Modifying a question of
Busemann [9], we ask whether there exists a translation invariant, locally
finite measure .n&k on the space Enn&k of (n&k)-flats which makes the
simplest Crofton formula valid, namely
|
F & M{<
d.n&k(F )=:k(M) (10)
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for Borel sets M lying in k-flats. If such a measure .n&k exists, we say that
it is a Crofton measure associated with :k .
Suppose that .n&k is a measure satisfying (10). Since .n&k is translation
invariant, it can be factorized in the following form. There exists a finite
measure . on Lnn&k such that
|
E
n
n&k
f d.n&k=|
L
n
n&k
|
L=
f (L+t) d*k(t) d.(L) (11)
for every nonnegative measurable function f on Enn&k . (This is well known;
see, e.g., Matheron [22], Proposition 3.2.2 and its corollary, or [16],
p. 94.)
In the following, 1A denotes the indicator function of a set A, and for a
set M/Rn we write
[k, M] :=[E # Enk : E & M{<].
Let E # Enk and M # B(E) be given. By (10) and (11),
:k(M)=|
E
n
n&k
1[n&k, M](F ) d.n&k(F )
=|
L
n
n&k
|
L=
1[n&k, M](L+t) d*k(t) d.(L)
=|
L
n
n&k
*k(M | L=) d.(L)
=*k(M) |
L
n
n&k
[E$, L] d.(L),
where (6) was used. Assuming *k(M){0, we see from (9) that
_k(E$)=|
L
n
n&k
[E$, L] d.(L). (12)
Equivalently, this can be written in the form
_k(E$)=|
L
n
k
|(E$, L) | d.=(L). (13)
Since E # Enk was arbitrary, (12) must hold for all E$ # L
n
k . Vice versa, if the
function _k can be represented in the form (12) with a finite measure .,
then (11) can be used to define a measure .n&k satisfying (10). Thus we
have:
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Theorem 3.1. To the affine k-area :k , there exists an associated Crofton
measure if and only if the scaling function _k of :k has an integral represen-
tation
_k(E)=|
L
n
n&k
[E, L] d.(L), E # Lnk ,
with a finite measure . on Lnn&k .
In principle, this result is due to Busemann [9]. However, he worked
with densities instead of measures and therefore considered a more
restricted situation.
In the case of an affine (n&1)-area :n&1 with scaling function _n&1 it is
convenient to define a modified scaling function _(n&1) by
_(n&1)(u) :=&u&E _n&1(Hu, 0) for u # Rn. (14)
Thus _(n&1) is an even function on Rn. Condition (12) for k=n&1 is then
equivalent to
_(n&1)(u)=|
Sn&1
|(u, v) | d\(v) for u # Sn&1 (15)
with an even measure \ on S n&1. Hence, the affine (n&1)-area :n&1
admits an associated Crofton measure if and only if its modified scaling
function is the support function of a zonoid (for zonoids we refer, e.g., to
the survey article by Goodey and Weil [18] and to [26], Section 3.5). In
general, if the modified scaling function _(n&1) of an affine (n&1)-area
:n&1 is convex, then it is the support function of a convex body, called the
isoperimetrix of :n&1. This term reflects the connection to the isoperimetric
problem (see Busemann [7], also for non-convex _(n&1)). Thus :n&1 has
a corresponding Crofton measure on the space of lines if and only if its
isoperimetrix is a zonoid.
For an affine 1-area with scaling function _1 we define a modified scaling
function _(1) by
_(1)(u) :=&u&E _1(L(u)) for u # Rn.
Then condition (13) for k=1 is equivalent to
_(1)(u)=|
S n&1
|(u, v) | d\(v) for u # S n&1 (16)
with an even measure \ on Sn&1.
If for the affine k-area :k there exists a Crofton measure .n&k on Lnn&k ,
then .n&k is uniquely determined if k=n&1 or k=1. This follows from
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the corresponding uniqueness result for the integral equation (15).
Busemann [9], p. 235, conjectured that for 1<k<n&1, ‘‘it is more than
probable that the situation is analogous’’. This, however, is not the case,
since uniqueness for the solutions of the integral equation (13) fails in these
cases; see Goodey and Howard [16].
Let :k be an affine k-area on Rn, where k # [1, ..., n&1]. So far, :k has
only been defined on Borel subsets of k-flats. But :k induces a notion of
k-dimensional area for more general subsets of Rn. If M/Rn is a (Hk, k)-
rectifiable Borel set, then it is natural to define the k-area of M by
:k(M) :=|
M
_k(TxM) dHk(x), (17)
where _k is the scaling function of :k and TxM denotes the approximate
tangent space of M at x. Here _k and Hk both depend on the choice of the
Euclidean metric, but not the integral. This can be proved with the aid of
(32) below.
4. AREAS IN MINKOWSKI SPACES
We assume now that a norm & }&B is given on Rn, so that (Rn, & }&B) is
a Minkowski space. B=[x # Rn : &x&B1] is its unit ball, and
B% :=[x # Rn : (x, y) 1 for all y # B]
is the polar body of B. (So here we identify Rn with its dual space, via the
scalar product.)
Let :k be an affine k-area on Rn with scaling function _k (k #
[1, ..., n&1]). In order that :k can be considered as intrinsically related to
the Minkowski structure defined by & }&B , the following axioms are com-
monly adopted. For E # Lnk , the value :k(B & E) should only depend on
B & E and should be invariant under nonsingular linear transformations of
B & E. Moreover, one may normalize by demanding that :k(En & E)=}k
for the Euclidean unit ball En. Two different such notions of k-area in a
Minkowski space have been proposed in the literature.
In Busemann’s [8] definition, :k(B & E)=}k , so that his scaling
function is given by
_Bk(E) :=
}k
*k(B & E)
, E # Lnk . (18)
We denote the induced affine k-area by ;k .
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For k=n&1, the modified scaling function of Busemann’s area can be
written in the form
_B(n&1)(u)=}n&1h(I%B, u), u # R
n. (19)
Here IB denotes the intersection body of B (see, e.g., [26], p. 416), and
I%B :=(IB)%. Thus the isoperimetrix is in this case homothetic to the polar
of the intersection body of B. According to Section 3, the (n&1)-area ;n&1
admits an associated Crofton measure on the space of lines if and only if
I%B is a zonoid. Except in the cases where n=2 or B is an ellipsoid, we do
not know any example where I%B is a zonoid, nor an example where I%B
is not a zonoid. We conjecture, however, that I%B is in general not a
zonoid, which would mean that there are no natural Crofton type formulae
for the Busemann area.
The affine k-area as suggested by Holmes and Thompson [19] is defined
by the scaling function
_k(E) :=
*k((B & E)%)
}k
, E # Lnk , (20)
where the polar body (B & E)% has to be formed in the subspace E. (We do
not introduce a special symbol for this scaling function, because it will be
the one used most frequently in the following.) The corresponding affine
k-area is denoted by {} . For k=n&1, this area was further studied by
Johnson and Thompson [20] and by Thompson [32]. For the Holmes
Thompson k-area, we have
{k(B & E)=}&1k *k(B & E) *k((B & E)%)
=: }&1k vp(B & E)
for E # Lnk , where vp denotes the volume product, an important affine
invariant. Using the orthogonal projection defined by the scalar product,
definition (20) can equivalently be written in the form
_k(E)=
*k(B% | E)
}k
, E # Lnk . (21)
In particular, for k=n&1 one sees from (21) that
_(n&1)(u)=}&1n&1h(6B%, u), u # S
n&1. (22)
Here 6K denotes the projection body of a convex body K (see, e.g., [26],
p. 296). Thus the isoperimetrix of the HolmesThompson (n&1)-area is
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proportional to the projection body of B% and is, therefore, a zonoid.
Consequently, {n&1 always admits a Crofton measure .1 . Since
h(6B%, u)=
1
2 |S n&1 |(u, v) | dSn&1(B%, v), u # S
n&1, (23)
where Sn&1(B%, } ) is the area measure of B%, the measure .1 is, according
to Section 3, given by
|
E
n
1
f d.1=
1
2}n&1 |S n&1 |u= f (L(u)+t) d*n&1(t) dSn&1(B%, u). (24)
The measure .1 (in different terminology) was also defined in El-Ekhtiar
[13], without quoting Busemann [9], where, in principle (for affine
(n&1)-areas) this measure appeared already. For n=3, a related result is
found in Ambartzumian [3] Proposition 4 (that the measure he calls _ (F )e
is proportional to {2 , is seen from Theorem 7.4 below, for n=2, j=1).
Ambartzumian’s Proposition 5 is a special case of the following remark.
Remark 4.1. If  is a translation invariant measure on the space En1 of
lines satisfying
0<([E # En1 : E & C{<])< (25)
for each convex body C of dimension at least n&1, then there is a unique
norm & }&B on Rn such that  is the Crofton measure associated with {n&1.
In fact, if  satisfies the assumptions, then
|
E
n
1
f d=
1
2}n&1 |S n&1 |u= f (L(u)+t) d*n&1(t) d0(u)
with a finite even measure 0 on S n&1, by the factorization (11). The left-
hand inequality of (25) implies that 0 is not concentrated on a great sub-
sphere of Sn&1. By Minkowski’s theorem (e.g., [26], p. 392), there exists
a unique n-dimensional convex body B% with centre 0 such that
Sn&1(B%, } )=o . Clearly the norm & }&B with unit ball B=(B%)% has the
required property.
For k=1, the modified scaling functions for the two notions of
Minkowskian k-area are just the norm:
_B(1)(u)=&u&E
2
*1(B & L(u))
=&u&B=h(B%, u),
_(1)(u)=&u&E
*1(B% | L(u))
2
=h(B%, u)=&u&B .
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Hence, ;1={1 , and this 1-area (the Minkowski length) admits an
associated Crofton measure on the space of hyperplanes if and only if B%
is a zonoid (this observation appears also in El-Ekhtiar [13], as one direc-
tion of Theorem 4.8). This well-known fact is only a special case of much
more general results on projective metrics, going beyond the translation
invariant case. For such general investigations and their relations to
Hilbert’s Fourth Problem, we refer to Alexander [2] and the references
given there. In particular, we point out that Alexander already in [1] gave
a characterization of the continuous metrics d on Rn for which there is a
positive Borel measure .n&1 on Enn&1 such that d(x, y) equals the .n&1-
measure of the hyperplanes cutting the segment with endpoints x, y. The
present work, however, is restricted to Minkowskian geometry and studies,
therefore, only translation invariant measures.
A Minkowski space whose polar unit ball is a zonoid is called hyper-
metric in the following, for reasons explained in [2]. For the equivalent
formulations mentioned in the Introduction, we also refer to the survey
articles by Bolker [5] and Schneider and Weil [28]. We shall see in
Section 7 that in a hypermetric Minkowski space, associated Crofton
measures exist not only for {1 , but for all the HolmesThompson areas {k ,
k1, and that more general Crofton formulae are valid. Vice versa, one
may conjecture that a Minkowski space in which the HolmesThompson
area {k for some k # [2, ..., n&2] admits an associated Crofton measure,
must be hypermetric. For Minkowski spaces with a polytopal unit ball and
kn&3 this follows from a result of Goodey and Weil [17].
Although the following counterpart to Remark 4.1 is obvious from the
foregoing, we state it for completeness.
Remark 4.2. If  is a translation invariant measure on the space Enn&1
of hyperplanes satisfying
0<([E # Enn&1 : E & C{<])< (26)
for each nondegenerate segment C, then there is a unique norm & }&B on Rn
such that  is the Crofton measure associated with {1 or, equivalently,
satisfying
&x&B=|
E & conv[0, x]{<
d(E) for x # Rn. (27)
In fact, (27) can serve as the definition of & }&B .
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5. HAUSDORFF MEASURE AND BUSEMANN AREA
As in the preceding section, we assume that B is the unit ball of a norm
on Rn; this norm will now be denoted by & }&. It induces, in the following
well-known way, Hausdorff (outer) measures on Rn. For A/Rn, let
&A& :=sup [&x& y& : x, y # A] be the diameter of A, and for $>0 define
0$(A) :={(Ci) i # N : Ci /Rn, &Ci&$ for all i, A/ .i # N Ci= .
For s0, the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure +s (s0) on (Rn, & }&) is
defined by
+s(A) :=
?s2
2s1(s2+1)
sup
$>0
inf
(Ci) # 0$(A)
:
i # N
&Ci &s.
Clearly, +n is a Haar (outer) measure on Rn with respect to the translation
group, and Busemann [6], (2.3), proved that +n is precisely the Haar
measure satisfying +n(B)=}n . His proof follows the classical one for
Euclidean spaces and is based on the isodiametric inequality for
Minkowski spaces. A shorter proof of this inequality was later given by
Barthel [4]. If the Busemann k-area ;k as defined in Section 4 is extended
according to (17), then
;k(M)=+k(M) (28)
for any k-rectifiable Borel set M. Essentially, this was proved by Busemann
[7], Section 7. In the following, we give a shorter proof, by first
establishing a Minkowski space version of Federer’s area formula.
The following observations will be useful. Let ’k be the k-dimensional
Hausdorff measure (kn) induced by a second norm on Rn. Since any two
norms on Rn are equivalent, there are constants a, b>0 such that
a+k’kb+k. In particular, for each subset M of Rn, +k(M)=0 if and
only if ’k(M)=0, and +k(M)= if and only if ’k(M)=. Since
Hausdorff measures are Borel regular (Federer [15], 2.10.1), this implies
that each +k-measurable set M with +k(M)< is ’k-measurable and vice
versa (see Federer [15], 2.2.3).
Let L # Lnk be a k-dimensional linear subspace of R
n, endowed with the
restriction of & }& to L. Then the unit ball of L is B & L, and the corre-
sponding k-dimensional Hausdorff measure on L is +k w L. In particular,
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this implies that +k(B & L)=}k . Hence, if ’k is the k-dimensional
Hausdorff measure corresponding to a second norm on Rn, then
+k( } & L)
}k
=
’k( } & L)
’k(B & L)
. (29)
Our next objective is to prove a version of the area formula for mappings
into Minkowski spaces. For this purpose we need some notation. First
recall that for a function between finite dimensional normed spaces, the
concept of differentiability and the differentials do not depend on the
norms. For a Minkowski space (X, | } | ) and a function f : X  Rn we shall
use the notation
Lip(| } |, & }&, f ) :=sup
x{ y
& f (x)& f ( y)&
|x& y|
.
If f is differentiable at x # X, then the differential of f at x will be denoted
by Dfx . Recall that E k is the unit ball of Rk with its standard Euclidean
metric.
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that f : Rk  Rn is a Lipschitz map, A is a Borel
subset of
[x # Rk : f is differentiable at x and Dfx is injective]
and t>1. Then there is a countable Borel covering C of A such that, for each
C # C, the restriction f |C is injective and there is a norm NC on Rk satisfying
Lip(NC , & }&, f |C)t,
Lip(& }&, NC , ( f | C)&1)t,
t&k+C(Ek)+k(Dfx(Ek))tk+C(E k) for x # C,
where +C is the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure induced on Rk by the
norm NC .
Proof. Choose =>0 such that t&1+=<1<t&=, further a countable,
dense subset D of Rk and a countable family N of norms on Rk such that,
for each norm N$ on Rk, there is a norm N # N satisfying
(t&1+=) NN$(t&=) N.
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For z # D, N # N and i # N let C(z, N, i) be the set of all b # E(z, i&1)
(where E(z, r) is the Euclidean ball in Rk with centre z and radius r) such
that
(t&1+=) N(v)&Dfb(v)&(t&=) N(v) for all v # Rk, (30)
& f (a)& f (b)&Dfb(a&b)&=N(a&b) for all a # E(z, i&1). (31)
For a, b # C(z, N, i) we infer from (30) and (31) that
t&1N(a&b)& f (a)& f (b)&tN(a&b),
which implies that f | C(z, N, i) is injective and
Lip(N, & }&, f |C(z, N, i))t
Lip(& }&, N, ( f |C(z, N, i))&1)t.
Further, the inequalities (30) for the norms (t&1+=) N(v), &Dfb( } )& and
(t&=) N(v) imply for the induced k-dimensional Hausdorff measures the
estimates
t&k+N(Ek)(t&1+=)k +N(Ek)+k(Dfb(E k))(t&=)k +N(E k)tk+N(E k).
Next we show that [C(z, N, i) : z # D, N # N, i # N] is a covering of A.
For this purpose, let b # A and consider the norm Nb :=&Dfb( } )&. Choose
N # N so that
(t&1+=) NNb(t&=) N
and i # N so that, for all a # E(b, 2i&1),
& f (a)& f (b)&Dfb(a&b)&=N(a&b)
(this is possible since the map x [ f (x)&Dfb(x) from (Rk, N) to (Rn, & }&)
is continuous). If we now choose z # D with z # E(b, i&1), then (31) is
satisfied, hence we have b # C(z, N, i). Finally, choosing [xj : j # N] dense
in Rk, we infer from
C(z, N, i)=\ ,j # N [b # A : (t
&1+=) N(xj)&Dfb(xj)&(t&=) N(xj)]+
& \ ,
xj # E(z, i&1)
j # N
[b # A : & f (xj)& f (b)&Dfb(xj&b)&=N(xj&b)]+
that C(z, N, i) is a Borel set. K
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We are now ready to extend the area formula to mappings into
Minkowski spaces, following Federer’s proof for the Euclidean case.
Theorem 5.2. Let k # [1, ..., n]. If f : Rk  Rn is a Lipschitz map, then
}k |
Rn
card(A & f &1([x])) d+k(x)=|
A
+k(Dfz(E k)) dHk(z)
for each Hk-measurable subset A of Rk.
Proof. By the observations made before Lemma 5.1 and the area for-
mula of Federer we may assume without loss of generality that A is a Borel
subset of
[x # Rk : f is differentiable at x and Dfx is injective].
For t>1 choose a Borel covering C of A according to Lemma 5.1. Then,
for C # C and for any Borel subset G of C we have
t&2k+k( f (G))t&2k Lip(NC , & }&, f | C)k +C(G)t&k+C(G)
=+C(Ek)&1 |
G
t&k+C(Ek) d+C
+C(Ek)&1 |
G
+k(Dfz(Ek)) d+C(z)
=}&1k |
G
+k(Dfz(Ek)) dHk(z)
=+C(Ek)&1 |
G
+k(Dfz(Ek)) d+C(z)
+C(Ek)&1 |
G
tk+C(E k) d+C
=tk+C(G)=tk+C(( f | C)&1( f |C(G)))
tk Lip(& }&, NC , ( f |C)&1)k +k( f |C(G))t2k+k( f (G)).
Choosing a countable Borel partition A of A such that each G # A is
contained in some C # C, we infer from the injectivity of f |C that
:
G # A
+k( f (G))= :
G # A
|
Rn
1f (G) d+k
=|
Rn
:
G # A
1f (G) d+k=|
Rn
card(A & f &1([x])) d+k(x)
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for all G # A and hence
t&2k |
Rn
card(A & f &1([x])) d+k(x)}&1k |
Rn
+k(Dfz(Ek)) dHk(z)
t2k |
Rn
card(A & f &1([x])) d+k(x).
Since this holds for all t>1, the proof is complete. K
If h : Rk  [0, ] is Hk-measurable, then standard arguments show
that under the assumptions of Theorem 5.2
}k |
Rn
:
y # f&1([x])
h( y) d+k( y)=|
Rk
h(z) +k(Dfz(Ek)) dHk(z). (32)
Remark 5.3. If ’k is the k-dimensional Hausdorff measure induced by
a second norm on Rn, then under the assumptions of Theorem 5.2 we see
from (29) and (32) that
|
Rn
card(A & f &1([x])) d+k(x)
=}&1k |
A
+k(Dfz(E k)) dHk(z)
=|
A
’k(B & Dfz(Rk))&1 ’k(Dfz(E k)) dHk(z)
=}k |
Rn
:
z # f&1([x])
’k(B & Dfz(Rk))&1 d’k(x).
In particular, if M is a k-rectifiable Borel subset of Rn, we get
+k(M)=}k |
M
’k(B & TxM)&1 d’k(x). (33)
This result remains true if M is a countably k-rectifiable Borel subset of Rn
(i.e., a Borel subset of Rn which is the union of countably many k-rec-
tifiable subsets of Rn). In the case where the second norm on Rn is the
Euclidean one chosen initially, (33) reads
+k(M)=|
M
_Bk (TxM) dH
k(x)=;k(M), (14)
which establishes (28).
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6. A TRANSLATIVE INTERSECTION FORMULA FOR
THE HOLMESTHOMPSON AREA
In this section we shall show that a translative analogue of formula (3)
can be obtained in Minkowski space if the HolmesThompson notion of
area is used. The following lemma will be needed.
Lemma 6.1. For i=0, 1, ..., p<n let Mi be a ki -rectifiable Borel subset
of Rn (ki<n), and suppose that k :=k0+ } } } +kppn. If f : M0 _ } } } _
Mp  R is a nonnegative measurable function, then
|
Rn
} } } |
Rn
|
M0 & (M1+ y1) & } } } & (Mp+ yp)
f (x, x& y1 , ..., x& yp) dHk& pn(x)
_d*n( y1) } } } d*n( yp)
=|
Mp
} } } |
M0
f (x0 , ..., xp)[T=x0 M0 , ..., T
=
xp Mp] dH
k0(x0) } } } dHkp(xp).
(35)
Proof. For each Borel subset A of M0_ } } } _Mp define (A) as the
left-hand side of (35) for the function f =1A , and define $(A) as the right-
hand side of (35) for the same function f. Then  and $ are _-finite
measures on M0 _ } } } _Mp . By Theorem 3 in Wieacker [37],  and $
coincide on
[A0 _ } } } _Ap : Ai Borel subset of Mi , i=0, ..., p],
which is an intersection stable generating system of B(M0_ } } } _Mp)
(cf. [12], Prop. 7.6.2). Hence,  and $ coincide on the latter _-algebra.
This implies that the assertion is true if f is a step function. For non-
negative measurable functions the assertion now follows by monotone
approximation. K
The main result of this section requires some notation. Let M/Rn be an
(n&1)-rectifiable Borel set. The function
x [
1
2 |Rn card(conv[0, x] & (M+ y)) d*n( y), x # R
n,
is the support function of a convex body (Wieacker [37]), which we
denote by 6M and call the projection body of M. Its support function can
also be represented in the form
h(6M, x)=
1
2 |M |(x, u( y)) | dH
n&1( y), x # Rn, (36)
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where u( y) is a unit normal vector to M at y (this follows, e.g., from
Theorem 1 in Wieacker [37] and Lemma 1 in [38]). Observe that for an
n-dimensional convex body K/Rn we have 6 bdK=6K, where the latter
denotes the usual projection body.
In the following, the mixed volume, denoted by V( } , ..., } ), is used. For
this and some relevant notations and representations, we refer to [26].
The next result extends Theorem 4 of Wieacker [37] to Minkowski
spaces. Here and in other integral-geometric formulae, {0 has to be inter-
preted as cardinality.
Theorem 6.2. Let m # [1, ..., n] and let M1 , ..., Mm /Rn be (n&1)-
rectifiable Borel sets. Then
|
Rn
} } } |
Rn
{n&m((M1+x1) & } } } & (Mm&1+xm&1) & Mm)
_d*n(x1) } } } d*n(xm&1)
=
n!
(n&m)!
}&1n&m V(6M1 , ..., 6Mm , B%, ..., B%).
Proof. By the definition of {n&m we have
I :=|
Rn
} } } |
Rn
{n&m((M1+x1) & } } } & (Mm&1 & xm&1) & Mm)
_d*n(x1) } } } d*n(xm&1)
=|
Rn
} } } |
Rn
|
Dn&m
_n&m(Tx Dn&m) dHn&m(x) d*n(x1) } } } d*n(xm&1)
with
Dn&m :=(M1+x1) & } } } & (Mm&1+xm&1) & Mm .
From Lemma 6.1 we obtain
I=|
Mm
} } } |
M1
_n&m(L(u1(x1), ..., xm(xm))=)[u1(x1), ..., um(xm)]
_dHn&1(x1) } } } dHn&1(xm),
where ui (xi) is a unit vector to Mi at xi (i=1, ..., m). For linearly inde-
pendent unit vectors u1 , ..., um we have
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_n&m(L(u1 , ..., um)=)[u1 , ..., um]
=}&1n&m*n&m(B% | L(u1 , ..., um)
=) *m(P(u1 , ..., um))
=}&1n&m \ nm+ V(B%[n&m], P(u1 , ..., um)[m])
=}&1n&m \ nm+ m!V(P(u1), ..., P(um), B%, ..., B%)
(see [26, p. 294]). This gives
I=
n!
(n&m)!
}&1n&m |
Mm
} } } |
M1
V(P(u1(x1)), ..., P(um(xm)), B%, ..., B%)
_dHn&1(x1) } } } dHn&1(xm).
Using [26] (5.1.18), Fubini’s theorem and (36), we get
|
M1
V(P(u1(x1)), ..., P(um(xm)), B%, ..., B%) dHn&1(x1)
=
1
2n |M1 |S n&1 |(u1(x1), z) | dS(P(u2(x2)), ..., P(um(xm)),
_B%, ..., B%, z) dHn&1(x1)
=
1
n |Sn&1 h(6M1 , z) dS(P(u2(x2)), ..., P(um(xm)), B%, ..., B%, z)
=V(6M1 , P(u2(x2)), ..., P(um(xm)), B%, ..., B%).
Repeating the argument, we arrive at
I=
n!
(n&m)!
}&1n&m V(6M1 , ..., 6Mm , B%, ..., B%).
This completes the proof. K
We remark that in Theorem 6.2 the case m=1 was not excluded,
although no integration occurs there. In this case, the proof shows that
{n&1(M)=
n
}n&1
V(6M, B%, ..., B%) (37)
for an (n&1)-rectifiable Borel set M. This follows also directly from (24).
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7. INTEGRAL GEOMETRY IN HYPERMETRIC
MINKOWSKI SPACES
In this section, we assume that (Rn, & }&B) is a hypermetric Minkowski
space. Thus B% is a zonoid and hence has a generating measure. This is the
uniquely determined even measure \ on the unit sphere S n&1 for which the
support function of B% is given by
h(B%, u)=|
S n&1
|(u, v) | d\(v), u # S n&1. (38)
It is known (e.g., Goodey and Weil [18], Section 6) that from the measure
\ one can derive, for k # [1, ..., n&1], a ‘‘k-th projection generating
measure’’, that is, a (suitably normalized) finite measure \k on Lnk for
which
*k(B% | E)=}k |
L
n
k
|(E, L) | d\k(L), E # Lnk . (39)
We recall how this measure is obtained. For E # Lnk we have, from Weil
[34], p. 176,
*k(B% | E)=
2k
k! |S n&1 } } } |S n&1 |(E, L(x1 , ..., xk)) | [x1 , ..., xk]
_d\(x1) } } } d\(xk). (40)
We define, therefore, a measure 9k on (S n&1)k by
9k :=ck |
( } )
[x1 , ..., xk] d\k(x1 , ..., xk) (41)
where \k :=\ } } } \ (k factors) and
ck :=
2k
k! }k
, (42)
and then consider its image measure
\k :=Lk(9k) (43)
under the mapping Lk which assigns to each (linearly independent) k
vectors of Sn&1 their linear hull. Then \k satisfies (39).
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By (21) and (39), the scaling function _k of the HolmesThompson
k-area {k is given by
_k(E)=|
L
n
k
|(E, L) | d\k(L) (44)
=|
L
n
n&k
[E, L] d\=k (L) (45)
=|
(Sn&1)k
|(E, L(x1 , ..., xk)) | d9k(x1 , ..., xk) (46)
for E # Lnk . Hence, from Section 3 we deduce that to the k-area {k there
exists a Crofton measure .n&k on Enn&k , which is defined by
|
E
n
n&k
f d.n&k =|
L
n
n&k
|
L=
f (L+t) d*k(t) d\=k (L) (47)
=|
L
n
k
|
L
f (L=+t) d*k(t) d\k(L), (48)
for nonnegative measurable functions f on Enn&k .
Clearly \1 is the image of \ under L1 , and integration with respect to the
measure .n&1 is more conveniently written in the form
|
E
n
n&1
f d.n&1=|
Sn&1
|
R
f (Hu, t) dt d\(u). (49)
The case k=n&1 has to be compared with Section 4. For linearly inde-
pendent vectors u1 , ..., un&1 # Sn&1 let T(u1 , ..., un&1) # Sn&1 be the unit
vector orthogonal to L(u1 , ..., un&1) and such that (u1 , ..., un&1 ,
T(u1 , ..., un&1)) is positively oriented. Then ([26], p. 297)
Sn&1(B%, } )=2}n&1T(9n&1).
Now L1 b T== b Ln&1 , hence
L1(Sn&1(B%, } ))=2}n&1\=n&1.
This shows that (24), by which .1 was already defined, is consistent with
the case k=n&1 of (47).
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We recall (4), the starting point. By its definition, the Crofton measure
.n&1 is related to the norm & }&B in a simple way. For x # Rn,
&x&B =|
H & conv[0, x]{<
d.n&1(H)
=.n&1([H # Enn&1 : H separates 0 and x]), (50)
and .n&1 is the only translation invariant measure on Enn&1 with this
property. The following theorem shows that the Crofton measures .n&k on
lower dimensional flats, as defined above, can be obtained from the
measure .n&1 , which is defined on hyperplanes, by a simple geometric
construction.
Theorem 7.1. For k # [2, ..., n&1], let (Enn&1)
k
*
be the set of independent
k-tuples of hyperplanes in Rn, and define the map sk : (Enn&1)
k
*
 Enn&k by
sk(H1 , ..., Hk) :=H1 & } } } & Hk .
Then .n&k is the image measure of ck .kn&1 under sk .
Proof. Let  be the image measure of .kn&1 under sk , then for any non-
negative measurable function f on Enn&k , for which we put f (L)=0 for
L # Enm , m>n&k,
|
E
n
n&k
f d=|
E
n
n&1
} } } |
E
n
n&1
f (H1 & } } } & Hk) d.n&1(H1) } } } d.n&1(Hk)
=|
S n&1
} } } |
S n&1
|
R
} } } |
R
f (Hu1, t1 & } } } & Huk, tk)
_dt1 } } } dtk d\(u1) } } } d\(uk)
by (49). For fixed u1 , ..., uk # Sn&1 with L(u1 , ..., uk)=: E we have
|
R
} } } |
R
f (Hu1, t1 & } } } & Huk, tk) dt1 } } } dtk
=[u1 , ..., uk] |
E
f (E=+x) d*k(x)
=[u1 , ..., uk] 8(E),
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say. This gives
|
E
n
n&k
f d=|
Sn&1
} } } |
Sn&1
8(L(u1 , ..., uk))[u1 , ..., uk] d\(u1) } } } d\(uk)
=c&1k |
L
n
k
8(E) d\k(E)
=c&1k |
L
n
k
|
E
f (E=+x) d*k(x) d\k(E)
=c&1k |
E
n
n&k
f d.n&k . K
We have been led to the hypermetric Minkowski spaces by requiring
that the simplest Crofton formula, (10), should be valid for {1 (or for the
norm, in the sense of (50)), and we have seen that in these spaces formula
(10) does in fact hold for all the HolmesThompson k-areas {k , k1.
Theorem 7.3 below shows that also more general Crofton formulae,
involving areas of two different dimensions, can be proved in these spaces.
This is a consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 7.2. Let k, j # [1, ..., n&1] be numbers such that q :=k+ j&
n0, and let E # Enk be a k-flat. Then
|
L nn&j
_q(L= & E)[L=, E] d\n& j (L)=
cqcn& j
ck
_k(E). (51)
Proof. From (43), (46) and (41) we get
I :=|
L
n
n&j
[L=, E] _q(L= & E) d\n& j (L)
=|
(S n&1)n&j
[L(x1 , ..., xn& j)=, E]
_|
(Sn&1)q
|(L(x1 , ..., xn& j)= & E, L( y1 , ..., yq)) |
_d9q( y1 , ..., yq) d9n& j (x1 , ..., xn& j)
=cqcn& j |
(S n&j)n&j
|
(Sn&1)q
[L(x1 , ..., xn& j)=, E]
_|(L(x1 , ..., xn& j)= & E, L( y1 , ..., yq)) | [ y1 , ..., yq][x1 , ..., xn& j]
_d\q( y1 , ..., yq) d\n& j (x1 , ..., xn& j).
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For linearly independent x1 , ..., xn& j and linearly independent y1 , ..., yq
(only such tuples are relevant for the integration) we write
L(x1 , ..., xn& j)= :=L, L( y1 , ..., yq)= :=Y.
Then the last integrand equals
[L, E] |(L & E, Y=) | [x1 , ..., xn& j][ y1 , ..., yq]
=[L, E][L & E, Y][x1 , ..., xn& j][ y1 , ..., yq]
=[L & Y, E][x1 , ..., xn& j , y1 , ..., yq].
For the proof of the latter equality, we first observe that
[x1 , ..., xn& j , y1 , ..., yq]=[x1 , ..., xn& j][ y1 , ..., yq][L, Y].
Hence, if [x1 , ..., xn& j , y1 , ..., yq]=0, then [L, Y]=0, and from
Lemma 2.1 we infer that [L, E][L & E, Y]=0. If [x1 , ..., xn& j ,
y1 , ..., yq]{0, then the asserted equality again follows from Lemma 2.1.
Observing that
[L & Y, E]=|(E, (L & Y)=) |=|(E, L(x1 , ..., xn& j , y1 , ..., yq)) |,
we deduce that
I=cqcn& j |
(S n&1)k
|(E, L(x1 , ..., xn& j , y1 , ..., yq)) |
_[x1 , ..., xn& j , y1 , ..., yq] d\k(x1 , ..., xn& j , y1 , ..., yq)
=
cqcn& j
ck |(S n&1)k |(E, L(x1 , ..., xk)) | d9k(x1 , ..., xk)
=
cqcn& j
ck
_k(E). K
Let k, j # [1, ..., n&1] be numbers such that q :=k+ j&n0, let
E # Lnk and let M/B(E) be a Borel set. Then by the definition of the
Crofton measure .j and the area {q we have
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|
E j
n
{q(F & M) d.j (F )=|
L j
n |L= {q((L+t) & M) d*n& j (t) d\
=
n& j (L)
=|
L j
n |L= _q(L & E) *q((L+t) & M) d*n& j (t) d\
=
n& j (L)
=|
L j
j
_q(L & E)[L, E] *k(M) d\=n& j (L)
=*k(M) |
L
n
n&j
_q(L= & E)[L=, E] d\n& j (L)
=
cq cn& j
ck
*k(M) _k(E)
=
cq cn& j
ck
{k(M),
where Lemma 7.2 was used. Now we extend this result to rectifiable sets.
Theorem 7.3. Let k, j # [1, ..., n&1] and q :=k+ j&n0. If M/Rn
is a k-rectifiable Borel set, then
|
E j
n
{q(F & M) d.j (F )=
cq cn& j
ck
{k(M), (52)
where ck is defined by (42).
Proof. Put n& j=: m. By Theorem 7.1 and by (49) we have
|
E j
n
{(F & M) d.j (F )=cm |
*
(Sn&1)m
I(u1 , ..., um) d\m(u1 , ..., um), (53)
where the integration with the asterisque extends only over the linearly
independent m-tuples (u1 , ..., um) and where
I(u1 , ..., um) :=|
R
} } } |
R
{q(Hu1, t1 & } } } & Hum, tm & M) dt1 } } } dtm .
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For i=1, ..., m, let Ci be an (n&1)-dimensional unit cube in Hui , 0 . Then
{q(Hu1, t1 & } } } & Hum, tm & M)
=|
Hu1, 0
} } } |
Hum , 0
{q((C1+t1u1+ y1) & } } } & (Cm+tmum+ ym) & M)
_d*n&1( y1) } } } d*n&1( ym). (54)
In fact, for fixed y2 , ..., ym we can define a measure  on Hu1, 0 by
(A) :={q((A+t1u1) & (C2+t2u2+ y2) & } } } & (Cm+tmum+ ym) & M)
for A # B(Hu1, 0). Then the right-hand side of (54) is equal to
|
Hu2 , 0
} } } |
Hum , 0
_|Hu1, 0 |Hu1, 0 1C1(x& y1) d(x) d*n&1( y1)&
_d*n&1( y2) } } } d*n&1( ym)
=|
Hu2 , 0
} } } |
Hum , 0
(Hu1, 0) d*n&1( y2) } } } d*n&1( ym).
By repeating this argument, (54) is obtained. From Fubini’s theorem, we
now infer that
I(u1 , ..., um)
=|
Rn
} } } |
Rn
{q((C1+x1) & } } } & (Cm+xm) & M) d*n(x1) } } } d*n(xm)
=|
Rn
} } } |
Rn
|
Dq
_q(Ty Dq) dHq( y) d*n(x1) } } } d*n(xm)
according to definition (17). Here we have used the abbreviation
Dq :=(C1+x1) & } } } & (Cm+xm) & M.
From Lemma 6.1 we deduce that
I(u1 , ..., um)=[u1 , ..., um] |
M
_q(L(u1 , ..., um)= & Tx M)
_[L(u1 , ..., um)=, TxM] dHk(x).
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Using (41), Fubini’s theorem, (43) and Lemma 7.2, we conclude that
|
E j
n
{q(F & M) d.j (F )
=|
(Sn&1)m
|
M
_q(L(u1 , ..., um)= & TxM)[L(u1 , ..., um)=, TxM] dHk(x)
_d9m(u1 , ..., um)
=|
M
|
Lnm
_q(L= & Tx M)[L=, Tx M] d\m(L) dHk(x)
=
cqcn& j
ck |M _k(TxM) dH
k(x)
=
cqcn& j
ck
{k(M). K
The (simpler) counterpart to Theorem 7.3 for k=n involves the volume
of B%. The special case j=1 (where B% need not be a zonoid) appears also
in [13].
Theorem 7.4. If j # [1, ..., n&1] and M/Rn is a bounded Borel set,
then
|
E j
n
{j (F & M) d.j (F )=
cj cn& j
cn
}&1n *n(B%) *n(M). (55)
Proof. Using (47) and Fubini’s theorem and then proceeding as in the
proof of Theorem 7.3, we obtain
|
E j
n
{j (F & M) d.j (F )=*n(M) cjcn& j |
(S n&1)n
[x1 , ..., xn] d\n(x1 , ..., xn)
=*n(M)
cj cn& j
cn
}&1n *n(B%)
by [26], formula (5.3.35). K
In view of (20), where kn&1, it seems reasonable to define also
{n(M) :=
*n(B%)
}n
*n(M) (56)
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for M # B(Rn). Then {n(B%)=}n , and (55) takes the form
|
E j
n
{j (F & M) d.j (F )=
cj cn& j
cn
{n(M), (57)
in formal agreement with (52).
We add a remark on an interesting consequence of the existence of the
Crofton measure .n&k . Namely, one can extend the HolmesThompson
k-area to an outer measure on Rn defined by Carathe odory’s method, such
that in the Euclidean case it coincides with the k-dimensional
integralgeometric measure (also called Favard’s measure).
Let A # B(Rn) be a Borel set. Since the set
[(x, E) : x # A & E, E # Enn&k]=(A_E
n
n&k) & [(x, E) : x # E]
is a Borel set in Rn_Enn&k , its projection [E # E
n
n&k : A & E{<] on E
n
n&k
is .n&k-measurable (see, e.g., Cohn [12], Proposition 8.4.4). Let (Ci) i # N
be a nested sequence of countable Borel partitions of A satisfying
lim
i  
sup [&C& : C # Ci]=0.
Defining
=C(E) :={1 if C & E{<,0 else
for each Borel subset C of Rn, we have
:
C # Ci
=C(E) A card(A & E) for i  
for each E # Enn&k . Hence, from Lebesgue’s monotone convergence theorem
we get
|
E
n
n&k
card(A & E) d.n&k(E)
=sup
$>0
inf
C # 00$(A)
:
C # C
.n&k([E # Enn&k : C & E{<]),
where 00$(A) denotes the set of coverings of A by Borel sets C with
&C&$. Now for each subset A/Rn we may define
{k :=sup
$>0
inf
C # 00$(A)
:
C # C
.n&k([E # Enn&k : C & E{<]).
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Then {k is an outer measure on Rn which by Theorem 7.3 gives the correct
value {k(M) as defined before if M is a k-rectifiable Borel set.
8. QUERMASSINTEGRALS OF CONVEX BODIES
In Euclidean integral geometry, the quermassintegrals of convex bodies
play an important role. They have different interpretations; one of these
can be extended to hypermetric Minkowski spaces.
The assumptions and notations in this section are the same as in the
previous section.
For a convex body K/Rn we define
Qj (K) :=|
E
n
n&j
/(K & E) d.n& j (E) (58)
for j=1, ..., n&1, where / denotes the Euler characteristic. Thus Qj (K) is
the total Crofton measure of the set of (n& j)-planes meeting K. If the
space (Rn, & }&B) is Euclidean, Qj is a constant multiple of the intrinsic
volume Vj . In the Euclidean case, the normalization of Vj is chosen so that
the computation of this functional does not depend on the dimension of the
surrounding space. There is no analogue of this property in a Minkowski
space: if K lies in a proper linear subspace L of (Rn, & }&B), then Qj (K) will
in general depend on all of B and not only on B & L. It remains, however,
true that
Qj (K)=0 for j>dim K,
by (63) below. Further, if dim K=kn&1, then
Qk(K)={k(K), (59)
from the definition of the Crofton measure .n&k . Similarly we see that
Qn&1(K)= 12{n&1(bd K) if dim K=n. (60)
In view of (59) it is reasonable to define
Qn(K) :={n(K) (61)
for all convex bodies K, where {n is the Haar measure on Rn normalized
according to (56). Further, we put Q0(K)=1 for all convex bodies K.
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Recalling (48), (43), (41) we can write Qj in the forms
Qj (K)=|
L j
n |L /(K & (L
=+t)) d*j (t) d\j (L) (62)
=|
L j
n
*j (K | L) d\j (L) (63)
=cj |
(Sn&1) j
*j (K | L(u1 , ..., uj))[u1 , ..., uj] d\ j (u1 , ..., uj). (64)
The functionals Qj have the reproduction property that in Euclidean
space is known as the Crofton formula (see, e.g., Schneider and Weil [29],
p. 78):
Theorem 8.1. Let K/Rn be a convex body and let q # [1, ..., n&1] and
j # [0, ..., q]. Then
|
E
n
q
Qj (K & E) d.q(E)=
cn&qcj
cn&q+ j
Qn&q+ j (K). (65)
Proof. Using (48) for .q , (62) for Qj (K & E), and Fubini’s theorem, we
get
I :=|
E
n
q
Qj (K & E) d.q(E)
=|
L
n
n&q
|
L
Qj (K & (L=+t)) d*n&q(t) d\n&q(L)
=|
L
n
n&q
|
L j
n _|L1 |L2 /(K & (L=1 +t1) & (L=2 +t2)) d*j (t2) d*n&q(t1)&
_d\j (L2) d\n&q(L1).
The integral in brackets is easily seen to be equal to
*n&q+ j (K | (L1+L2))[L1 , L2].
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Thus from (43) and (41) we get
I=cn&qcj |
(Sn&1)n&q
|
(Sn&1) j
*n&q+ j (K | (L(u1 , ..., un&q)
+L(un&q+1, ..., un&q+ j)))
_[L(u1 , ..., un&q), L(un&q+1 , ..., un&q+ j)][u1 , ..., un&q]
_[un&q+1 , ..., un&q+ j]
_d\ j (un&q+1 , ..., un&q+ j) d\n&q(u1 , ..., un&q)
=cn&qcj |
(Sn&1)n&q+j
*n&q+ j (K | L(u1 , ..., un&q+ j))
_[u1 , ..., un&q+ j] d\n&q+ j (u1 , ..., un&q+ j)
=
cn&qcj
cn&q+ j |Lnn&q+ j *n&q+ j (K | L) d\n&q+ j (L)
=
cn&qcj
cn&q+ j
Qn&q+ j (K)
by (63). K
In the Euclidean case, the intrinsic volumes satisfy a number of well-
known inequalities, and it would be interesting to solve similar extremal
problems for the functionals Qj . One such inequality is provided by the
known isoperimetric inequality in Minkowski space (see Busemann [7]),
which we recall briefly. Using (17), (21), [26] (4.2.24) and (5.1.18), we get
for an n-dimensional convex body K
{n&1(bd K)=|
bd K
_n&1(TxM) dHn&1(x)
=}&1n&1 |
Sn&1
*n(B% | u=) dSn&1(K, u)
=
n
}n&1
V(6B%, K, ..., K).
Alternatively, this follows from (37) (cf. [26], p. 415). Thus, by (60) we
have
Qn&1(K)=
n
2}n&1
V(K, ..., K, 6B%). (66)
By continuity, this holds for all convex bodies K.
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Since we want to compare the values of Qj with the volume, it is now
appropriate to choose the auxiliary Euclidean metric in such a way that the
volume measurement depends only on the norm & }&B .
Normalization. We assume that
*n(B%)=}n , (67)
so that {n=*n by (56).
With this normalization, Minkowski’s inequality (e.g., [26] (6.2.2)) now
yields
Qn&1(K)n\ n2}n&1+
n
{n(6B%) {n(K)n&1. (68)
Equality holds in (68) if and only if K is homothetic to the isoperimetrix
6B%. For the Minkowskian isoperimetric inequality (68) we need not
assume that the space (Rn, & }&B) is hypermetric. If, however, that assump-
tion is satisfied, then there is also a version of the Urysohn inequality. If
(38) holds (where \ is not concentrated on a great subsphere of Sn&1 since
B% has inner points), there is a unique convex body M/Rn with centre 0
for which Sn&1(M, } )=2\ (Minkowski’s theorem; cf., e.g., [26], p. 392).
Since 6M=B%, we write M=6&1B% and call this the inverse projection
body of B%. For the functional Q1 , which is (up to a normalization factor)
the Minkowskian counterpart to the mean width, we now obtain from (49)
Q1(K)=2 |
Sn&1
h(K, u) d\(u)=|
S n&1
h(K, u) dSn&1(6&1B%, u)
=nV(K, 6&1B%, ..., 6&1B%). (69)
Thus, from Minkowski’s inequality we obtain the Minkowskian Urysohn
inequality
Q1(K)nnn{n(6&1B%) {n(K), (70)
with equality if and only if K is homothetic to the inverse projection body
of B%.
It would be interesting to know for which convex bodies K with given
volume {n(K)>0 the functional Qj attains its smallest value, for j #
[2, ..., n&2]. The fact that the extremal bodies for j=1 and for j=n&1
belong to different classes may be an indication for the difficulty of this
problem. If we ask for which hypermetric Minkowski spaces the extremal
bodies for the isoperimetric and the Urysohn inequality are the same, we
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are led to the unsolved problem of characterizing the convex bodies B% for
which 62B% is homothetic to B% (Problem 12.7 in Lutwak [21]).
If we take into account that the functionals Qj depend also on the
norm, we observe a certain duality property. We now write Qj (K)=
Qj (B, K). Two results of Holmes and Thompson [19] (formula (2.7) and
Theorem 2.11) on the volume {n and the surface area {n&1 can then be
written in the form
Qn(B, A%)=Qn(A, B%),
Qn&1(B, A%)=Qn&1(A, B%),
where A is the unit ball of a second norm on Rn. Here (Rn, & }&B),
(Rn, & }&A) need not be hypermetric. If, however, these Minkowski spaces
are hypermetric, then
Qj (B, A%)=Qj (A, B%) (71)
for j=0, ..., n. In fact, if  is the generating measure of A%, it follows from
(63) and (39) that
Qj (B, A%)=|
L j
n
*j (A% | L) d\j (L)
=}j |
L j
n |L jn |(L, L$) | dj (L$) d\j (L)
=}j |
L j
n |
L j
n
|(L$, L) | d\j (L) dj (L$)
=Qj (A, B%).
The functionals Qj (B, K) have appeared in connection with intersection
probabilities for uniform random hyperplanes ([25]) or intersection den-
sities for certain systems of hyperplanes ([27]). Also for that reason, sharp
inequalities for them would be of interest.
9. INVARIANT FORMULATIONS
It was convenient in the preceding sections to use an auxiliary Euclidean
metric on Rn, since this simplified many of the calculations. On the other
hand, this procedure slightly obscures the true affine nature of the objects
under consideration. We shall, therefore, reformulate some of the defini-
tions and results, using only intrinsic Minkowskian notions.
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If we don’t specify a Euclidean structure, we must distinguish between
the vector space and its dual space. We denote the underlying n-dimen-
sional real vector space by X and its dual space by X*. The given norm
& }&B on X with unit ball B induces the dual norm & }&B% on X*. Its unit ball
is the polar body B% of B, which is now defined by
B%=[x* # X* : x*(x)1 for all x # B].
A Haar measure *n on X (a non-zero, translation invariant, locally finite
measure on B(X )) is uniquely determined up to a constant factor, and it
determines a unique Haar measure *%n on X*, by requiring that
*n(P(e1 , ..., en)) *%n(P(e1* , ..., en*))=1,
where (e1 , ..., en) is any basis of X and (e1* , ..., en*) is its dual basis. The
volume product
vp(B) :=*n(B) *%n(B%)
is independent of the choice of *n . We denote by {n the Haar measure on
X for which
{%n(B%)=}n .
The mixed volume induced by {n on Xn is denoted by {, and {% is the
mixed volume induced on X*n by the measure {%n .
The Hausdorff measure +k defined in Section 5 is an intrinsic Minkowskian
notion, since its definition involved only the norm & }&=& }&B . In terms of
Euclidean notions, we had
+k(M)=}k |
M
*k(B & TxM)&1 dHk(x) (72)
by (34) and (18), and the HolmesThompson k-area {k was given by
{k(M)=}&1k |
M
*k((B & TxM)%) dHk(x). (73)
From (72) and (73) we deduce that
{k(M)=}&2k |
M
vp(B & TxM) d+k(x), (74)
and this formula involves only Minkowskian notions.
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Let M/X be an (n&1)-rectifiable Borel set. The projection body 6M
of M is now a body in X*, constructed as follows. For a convex body
K*/X*, the support function is defined by
h(K*, x)=max[x*(x) : x* # K] for x # X.
The function
x [
1
2 |K card(conv[0, x] & (M+ y)) d{n( y)
is the support function of 6M.
Theorem 6.2 involves the mixed volume in X*: For m # [1, ..., n] and
(n&1)-rectifiable Borel sets M1 , ..., Mm /X we have
|
X
} } } |
X
{n&m((M1+x1) & } } } & (Mm&1+xm&1) & Mm)
_d{n(x1) } } } d{n(xm&1)
=
n!
(n&m)!
}&1n&m {%(6M1 , ..., 6Mm , B%, ..., B%).
In Section 7, where B% is assumed to be a zonoid, we defined the Crofton
measures .1 , ..., .n&1. The measure .n&1 is the only translation invariant
measure on Enn&1 satisfying (50), that is,
.n&1([H # Enn&1 : H separates 0 and x])=&x&B for x # X.
From this characterization it is clear that .n&1 does not depend on the
Euclidean metric, and then Theorem 7.1 implies that the same is true for
.j , j<n&1. Thus also the generalized Crofton formulae (52) and (65)
involve only genuine Minkowskian notions.
It should be remarked that 6B% is a body in X and that (66) can be
written in the forms
{n&1(bd K)=2Qn&1(K)=
n
}n&1
{%(6K, B%, ..., B%)
=
n
}n&1
{(K, ..., K, 6B%).
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If the functional Q%j is defined for X* in the same way as Qj was defined
for X, then equality (71) now says that
Qj (B, A%)=Q%j (A, B%),
if (X, & }&B) and (X*, & }&A) are hypermetric Minkowski spaces.
Note added in proof. A general version of the equality (28), for Finsler metrics, is proved
in Section 4 of G. Bellettini, M. Paolini, S. Venturini, Some results on surface measures in
calculus of variations, Ann. Mat. Pura Appl. (IV) 170 (1996), 329359.
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